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SGA election
ANN SCHMITZ
Voice Staff Writer

The results of the election of
cabinet members to the Student
Government were suspended by
the SGA General Assembly. The
decision resulted after concerns
were raised about election guidelines and the manner in which
they were enforced.

Among the results of the election last Wednesday Robb DeGraw
beat Timothy Powers soundly 495
votes to 278. Amy Dana, originally a presidential candidate, had her
candidacy invalidated (Editor's
note: see page 3 for further details), but she received 52 write-i- n

results suspended

votes.
Suraj Dudhoria and Julianne
Prexta (both candidates for treasurer) where also invalidated by the
SGA cabinet resulting in their
names being removed from the ballot. This left Rachel Tansey running uncontested for the office of
Treasurer. Tansey won with 472
votes although Suraj Dudhoria did
receive 167 votes as a write-iposi-- "
The two
tions were uncontested. Lisa
won her race for
of Student Affairs with
677 votes while Michael McTier-na- n
of
won bid for
votes.
with
627
Academic Affairs
n.

vice-president- ial

.

Os-termue-

Vice-Preside-

Vice-Preside-

ller

nt

nt
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Ethan Krpw also ran uncontested
in his bid for Director of Public
Relations, winning his race with
527 votes.
The closest race was for the position of Director of Student Services and Special Projects. Cara
Johnson edged out Kyle Haines by
42 votes winning the election 380
to 338.
Finally, all three Campus Council
representatives secured
their positions on Campus Council for the next academic year.
Andrew Gardner had 580 votes,
Michael Robertson had 515 votes
and Matthew Frankel had 470
votes.
At-Lar- ge

Copland irecppn
eral government, and the endowment fund. With the state of the
Voice Staff Writer
country's economy, we can't expect
Last week. College of Wooster alumni gifts to increase, the federal
government has already said that it
students received a letter from the
will not increase funding, and it
college's president. In the letter.
doesn't look like the stock market
anCopeland
President Henry
is going to boom which would afnounced that the comprehensive
fect the endowment." Copeland
fee for next year will be $17,650.
in" You must understand, the
said in response to allegations that
tuition money will be used to renoflation "rate in the nation went up
vate Kenarden Lodge, that the reno6.1. Costs of higher education
comgo up much faster than that," said vation funds come from a
Copeland. "It actually costs around pletely seperate set of funds.
Money for Kenardan was raised
$24,000 for a College of Wooster
from several foundations as well as
education. The other part of the
from alumni contributions. He
fee is made up by alumni, the fed

MICHAEL DITTMAN

also added that tuition will not be
used to pay for the upcoming
of Andrews library.
However, some students are
not convinced. Instead of knowing
what the tuition is not being used
for, they would like to know where
it is going. "I'd like to know
about the lack of legitimate reasons as to why tuition keeps increasing. The letter was insignificant.", said Steve Collins, a
sophomore at the College.
"No one wants this tuition instudent
crease," said first-yeknow
"I'd
to
like
Caputo,
Chris
going."
money
is
the
where all
auto-mati-

ar

Marc Smith named
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
Marc Osgoode Smith has been
named the Editor of the Voice for
the 1991-9- 2 school year. The editor is chosen by the Publications
Committee which is made up of
Professors Nancy Grace, Daniel
Bourne and John Ramsey and students Mary Harvey, Tom Blackford
and Kathy Preslan. Smith served

as assignments editor for the Voice

last semester:
"I was really happy to hear that I
was chosen and I am looking forward to next year," said Smith. "I
hope to continue to improve the
paper."
Smith will be responsible for
choosing his own staff. "I'm waiting until after break to decide on
staff. I've talked to a couple people

on

1991-9- 2

and I am going to get started forming a staff when I come back," said
Smith.
Current Assistant Editor Pauline
Ach, who will be graduating this
year, commented, "I have some
reservations about Marc's transition to the position of editor, but I
wish him the best of luck."
"I also wish Marc the best of
luck," added junior Amy Holland
.

)

student, Darla Stefanluk cast her vote In
this past Wednesday. However,
SGA
elections
the
were supended, subject to
election
of
the
the results
formed by the
special
committee
a
by
Investigation
Stefanluk)
Dan
by
(Photo
General Assembly.
First-ye- ar

Voice Editor
er, the current editor of the Voice.
"I would definitely like to see the
newspaper continue to improve."
Hollander said that she has benefitted greatly from her three years
of experience on the Voice as both

an assistant editor and editor.
While she has enjoyed her experience with the newspaper, she expressed an interest in becoming involved in other campus activities

next year.
The Publications Committee
choose Smith over Mike Pepper
and Kim Douglass. Pepper and
for the
Douglass ran as
position.
The Publication Committee is
also responsible for choosing the
Editor of the Goliard. The deadline for the editorship of the Goli.

co-edit-

ard is March 25.

ors
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NEWS
Volunteer trip provides spring break alternative
MEGAN WERELEY

of a workstudy volunteer mission

SliTl Writer

trip.
While most who journey to the
nation's capital sec only the monuments and the Smithsonians.
participants in this trip have the
opportunity to see an alternative
side of the city. They will sec
what others don't sec as they spend
their days in soup kitchens and
shelters eating the same meals and
walking in the same shoes as
those who make their home out of
the tourists leftovers.
The group of students will leave

The Intcrfaiih Councils of
Wooster and Ohio State are providing something different for this
year's Spring Break. While many
students find themselves Florida
bound and even more find themselves homeward bound, their are
some students who arc choosing a
more unique way to spend their
time away from the classes and the
tests. These students are headed
towards Washington D.C. as part

Wooster on Thursday, March 21,
bound for West More land UCC
church in Bethseda, MD where
they will be staying for the duration of their experience. During
their time they will alsso visit
Potter's House, an early Christian
coffee house and Christ House,
and extended care house for street
dwellers recently released from
hospital care.
The Intcrfaiih Network is working in cooperation with Mclanie
Green, a Wooster graduate, who is
presently working with hispanic

chidrcn at a D.C women's shelter
Also taking part in the organization of this trip is another recent
Wooster graduate, Tom Oomen,
who is working with Community, Family and Life Services, an
agency of the Lutheran Church.
This trip is open to all and is
popular with many international
students as their will be time to
tour the more famous and popular
areas of Washington D.C. This is
the fourth trip that the Intcrfaiih
Network has sponsored for Spring

Break. The first one was also to

D.C, the second to Chicago and
the third to Philadelphia.
Returning on March 24, this
group certainly will have seen a
different side of one of our nation's
most famous cities, learned something of the mission and
opportunities it provides, and perhaps have a new or at least different perspective on what it means
to be a street dweller in an urban
environment so famous for it's
wealth and power for the people.
out-rea-

ch

Ant hropol 6 g i st Rappaport

visits Campus

Africa Week explores the continent's future

sultant for the National Academy

SPECIAL TO THE VOICE

of Science Committee to Advise
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
Voice Newi Editor

"Africa in the Year 2000;
Where Will the Continent Be" is
the theme for this year's Africa
Week. This celebration will begin
the day classes resume. Monday,
March 25 and will conclude Sunday, March 31.
An acapclla group. Regency
will perform in Lowry from 6 to 8
p.m. on Monday. This act will be
opened by a performance by
Banda at 5:30 p.m. Later
in the evening, there will be a film
in Matccr Auditorium from 8 to
10 pjn. The film, entitled A
World Apart is based on the tense
race relations occuring in South
Ma-sank-

ho

Africa.

Cosmo Pieterse will speak on

Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Gaull Recital Hall. Pictersc is a representative of the African National Congress. A reception will follow the
- rrm lecture.
.
will
be the
Underground
The
-

locus of events for Wednesday
evening. A documentary film.
Franco, about a famous West African musician will be shown at 8
p.m. Following the film, at 10
p.m. there will be African disco
dancing until midnight.
Ujama House is leading a panel
discussion on Thursday, March 28.
The discussion will focus on the
role of South Africa in relation to
the rest of Africa. This event will
be at 7:30 p.m. in Gault Recital
Hall with a reception following.
The weekend's fcstviiics will
begin with a West African Highlife

band, Sankofa, will play on Friday
in Lowry Ballroom from 9 p.m. to
1 aji.
An African dance troupe,
the Umoja African Dance and
Drum ConpaAywU pjajsda Saturday in Lowry Lounge from 2 to
4 p.m. The annual fashion show
featuring clothing from all over the
continent will take place immediately after the dance troupe. The
week will conclude with an African
dinner on Sunday at 6 p.m. The
location of the meal has not yet
been determined.
In addition to these, special

events, the art wall in' Lowry
Lounge will feature various creative works by African artists. Several African documentaries will be
shown throughout the week during

lunch

time

in Lowry

Pit.

Dr. Ray Rappaport, renowned
anthropologist and former president of the American Anlhropolog-jca- l,

Aviation,

yAstyn&j

the Wooster campus on Thursday
March 28. He will address the issue of Humanity's Evolution and
Anthropology's Future in Scovel
105 from 4 p.m". to 5:30 p.m. A
short reception will follow the
talk. The public is invited to attend.

Currently a professor of anthro-polat the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, Rappaport is
well respected both within and outside of academics.. He creatively
combines many different interests
with a dedication to the environment and the preservation of culture as a consultant for numerous
government agencies, including
the Department of Energy and the
National Science Foundation.
Presently, he is acting as a con

gy

the President's Task Force on Out--

er Continental Shelf Lease Oil
j,
Sales, and also the National
ReCpmmittec
Sc'vepqt
to
view the Minerals Management
Service Outer Continental Shelf
Environmental Studies Research
Program.
In addition to his teaching and
consulting activities, Rappaport is
a respected researcher and prolific
author. His best known book.
Pigs for the Ancestors (1986), has
been published in many different
languages and is considered a classic in cultural ecology. Currently,
Rappaport is finishing his most
recent book entitled On the Structure of Ritual.
Rappaport's visit and lecture are
sponsored by the Department of
sociology and the Cultural Events
Committee.
Contact Professor
Pam Frese for more details.
Acadc-JftZjO-

Want to work for the Wooster Voice?
You can write, do layout, sell or design ads, or help with circulation.

It's a lot of fun and a good resurng stuffer!

The Wooster Inn
n't-)t,f-

m

-t

.

Call ext. 2598 or drop a note in campus mail at

Qwoed and Operated by The College of Wooster
Your borne away from home.

SAB Special Events wants YOU!

Treat yourself to Easter Dinner.

.,'.'."..,

Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 ajn. -- 2 p.m.
5 p JTL - 8 pj3X
7 am. - 1 1 am.
. .Sundays
"

Student Discount

VOLUNTEERS are needed to help plan activites-Beginnin- g
with HOMECOMING 1991!
Meetings will be held WEDNESDAYS at 7:00 pm in G18 (SAB Con:

-

11 ajn. - 8
' Reservations Suggested (216) pjn.
264-23-41

C-31- 87

'

'

ference Room).
For more information, contact Brooke Watts, X3536.
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SGA: Chronology of election controversy

Protesters receive minimal fines

Monday
The Potpourri appears on the tables including advertising by treasurer candidates Suraj Dudhoria and Julianne Prexta and presidential candidate Amy Dana. The SGA election publicity guidelines which were
distributed to all of the candidates at the start of their official campaign, state "Publicity "in any... student publication must be sanctioned by the Chairperson of Elections. The Chairperson at this time
will accept or reject the publicity, taking into consideration that the
particular issue of the publication begins and ends before election day."
Chair of Elections Kim Niezgoda did not give her permission to any
of the candidates because the Pot would be on the tables Wednesday
during the voting period. SGA guidelines also prohibit campaign advertisements to be in Lowry Center or Kittredge Dining Hall after 4
p.m. of election day. The policy goes on to explain that "Failure to
meet any of these guidelines or the various parts of the SGA policy
may result in invalidation of candidacy." and also that the SGA Cabinet is the sole arbiter of disputes.
Dudhoria contacts Director of Lowry Center Bob Rodda, who noted
that the Pot did not contain any advertisments for events occuring
Wednesday evening, gave his permission for the Dudhoria to remove
the Pot from the tables prior to the 4 pjn. deadline.
.

Tuesday
Dana cnr1: a letter of disoute to Niezebda concerning the petitions
of presidential candidates Tim Powers and Robb DeGraw. Due to du
plicate singatures which are not valid, both candidates did not nave iiaj
signatures at the time the oetitions were due. One of those duplicate
of Academ
signatures was Amy Felix, the current SGA
ic Affairs. Niezgoda allowed DeGraw and rowers zi nours to reium a
valid petition. Both candidates completed the petitions by the extended
vice-preside-

deadline.

",J

y;;i

iijii

tut

nt

.ii-i.
i-iii-

The SGA Cabinet declares three candidates invalid resulting in the
names of Dana, Dudhoria, and Prexta being removed from the ballot
The "decision was made to uphold the SGA guidelines and invalidate
the candidates," according to a statement released by the Cabinet. No
action was taken bv the SGA Cabinet against Powers and DeGraw be
cause, according to the statement, "guidelines for petitions are not subject to any action against candidacy if completed incorrectly."

Wednesday

A flyer campaigning for DeGraw is placed in tne maiiooxes oi an
cntrients after DeGraw recieved verbal approval from Niezgoda and As
sistant Dean of Students Sylvia Young, who advises SGA. According
tn Sharon Coursev. administrative intern, the parties involved in tne
rWkinn had assumed that the mailing would go out in the morning to
be collected by sutudents at lunch time, but delays in the post office
resulted in the mialing being finished at 1 pjn.
Cabinet holds an ememrgency meeting to address the concern
-thatTherwxrrnu'
fiver would still be in the mailboxes after the 4 pjn.

publicity deadline. The Cabinet makes a motion to postpone the elec- lion if all the remaining nyeres couia not oe removcu uwi amucm
mailboxes by 4 p.m.

TWrau then nursued the oossiblity of removing the flyers from the

mailboxes. According to Coursey. Operations Manager Mike Gorrell
decided that the flyers could be removed but only by College staff.
The flyers were removed by Lowry Director Bob Rodda, Young, Gor
rell, and herself, according to Coursey.

- Election results are announced (see story on page 1).
Thursday

Assembly of the SGA votes to create a committee to
- The General elections
(see story this page).
investigate the

- The General Assembly votes to suspend the election results.

KIM DOUGLASS
News Editor

Tuesday morning, the nine students and one staff member who
were arrested on February 14th for
civil disobedience in protest of the
l.
The
war attended their
participants pleaded guilty to both
criminal trespassing and resisting
arrest. The feelings of the group
were summarized by participant
Rowly Brucken, who said,
"Although I pleaded guilty, I'm
not ashamed of it. I was demonstrating respect for the law by submitting to the law."
The participants were each to
serve 120 days for the combined
crimes, however their punishment
was suspended by the judge. If
any of the participants commit
these crimes again in the next
year, they will have to serve this
pre-tria-

time. In turn, the original fee
they were required to pay was
$150 for each crime, however one
of the sums was dropped by the
judge, and the other was reduced to
$50. Each participant ended up
paying $111 for court fees and the
crimes committed, as well as the
original $216 which had been re-

in that we received extensive press
coverage. I believe that whereas a

quired for bail.

proaching him with a proposal for

letter might simply be thrown
away, Regulla' uu to deal with
us."

Issacs was disturbed by the fact
that the judge apparently told the
individuals that they had
"inconvenienced'' Regulla by ap-

Each participant was invited to peace. Said Issacs, "It struck me
present a statement to the judge. ' as ludicrous that this man who is
Trina Brown said, "I basically told in power to represent the people
the judge that I did this because would be inconvenienced by the
human life is very valuable, no people."
matter what the race of the person.
Those individuals who particiI'm really glad I did it in retropated in the acts of civil disobedispect. While not many Americans ence consider themselves to be at a
were killed, over 200,000 Iraqis "crossroads." As Brucken said,
were." Fellow participant Caro"We are concentrating now on coa-- ;
line Issacs agreed. "One of my lition building and focusing on domain motivations was that I felt I mestic needs which we can
had exhausted every other option.
I feel we were relatively successful

Complaints raised; committee
formed to i investigate elections
Dana contends that the "spirit as
well as the letter of the
has been infringed upon to such an
extent that this 1991 Cabinet
deletion be declared invlaid." She
by-la-

AMY HOLLANDER
Voice Staff Writer

"

A committee to investigate Wed-

also called for the formation of a
committee to investigate "all allegations of fraudulent behavior."
The General Assembly did form a
committe to investigate election
concerns. (Editor's note: see article and box on this page for more

nesday's SGA and Campus Council elections has been formed by
the General Assembly of the SGA.
The motion to form the committee was made at last night's SGA
meeting following Amy Dana's
proposal to form such a committee.
The five committee members,
who are also GA members, are to
present a report at the next GA
meeting scheduled for the first

details).
Dudhoria urged the General

egalitarian one."

Dana questioned the actions of
Assistant Dean of Students Sylvia
Young and her administrative intern Sharon Coursey regarding removal of presidential candidate
Robb DeGraw's flyers from student mailboxes. She also posed
the questions of "why was Robb
given permission to remove his
publicity and not Suraj?" in her
statement
Dudhoria stated, "I for One do
not like the idea of an Assistant
Dean pulling out flyers from a student mailbox." Dudhoriaalso cited that he knew people who found
DeGraw fl vers in their mailboxes
- past 4 p.m.

The members were choosen by a
vote of the General Assembly
Representatives, with Chair of
Elections Kim Niezgoda abstaining. Due to the absence of some of
the students elected to the committee, the exact membership was unable to be determined at the meeting.

Dana as well as Suraj Dudhoria
issued written statements to the
SGA General Assembly raising
concerns about the election. Dana
and Dudhoria, running for president and treasurer respectively,
were invalidated as official candidates by the SGA Cabinet (Editor's
note: refer to the box on this page
'

.

"

'

As-

sembly to overrule cabinet's decision to invalidate the three candidates and "make tbis process an

Thursday after break.

for more details).

ws

7

f r

f

I

r f I I

The handling of the incident
with DeGraw's flyers "suggests
that there were vested interests in
the Cabinet to see that Robb was
not removed and thus he was given another chance to preserve his
candidacy," according to Dudhor-ia'- s
statement
Some of DeGraw's posted publicity was found without his signature which is in violation of
SGA election publicity guidelines.
DeGraw was given a warning.
Dana questioned "why were the
other candidates not given a warning as well."
Possible cases of violation of
individual cabinet reponsibilities
was also addressed by Dana. Cabinet responsibilities in SGA bylaws state "All Cabinet members
shall be required to do the following: to not engage themselves in
political, social, or financial activ-

ities beyond the fulfillment of
their main duties."
SGA President Jennifer Belmont
introduced DeGraw as a guest at
the February 24 meeting of Epsi-lo- n
Kappa Omicron, EKOS, for
him to give a campaign speech.
She also helped DeGraw make
posters for his campaign. Questions such as these, and others,
will be investigated by the committee.

VIEWPOINTS
Letters

Letters
Neuhaus regrets misunderstandings

Newc0mer feels welcome at peace meetings
Thursday in the

As a member of the peace movement on campus I would like to admovement made by Pauline Ach in In the latter case I was referring to dress the commentary by Pauline
last week's Voice. The group and the way the people there have a Ach. When Ms. Ach came to the
meeting and introduced herself as a
the meeting have been misrepre- common goal and the casual atmeetings.
our
mosphere
of
member of the Voice, I immediatesented. First, the Voice reporter
not
arc
meetings
The
ly put my defenses up. The peace
who came to the meeting gave no
article"
an
way
to start
movement has continually been
prior notice but merely appeared at "the best
we
misrepresented by the press and it
the meeting with what she admitted on this group simply because
in her column were preconceived arc so wary of this kind of misrepwas difficult to accept Ms. Ach
ideas about the people in this resentation and of our remarks bc- - with complete trust. If she felt exing taken out of context. We cluded, it was not my intent. At no
group.
The peace movement in Woostcr, must be allowed a lime to openly point have I felt "incredibly out of
indeed around the country, has been exchange ideas without worrying
place and excluded" from this
continually distorted in the press about what will appear in print latgroup. I began to take action
campus
would
on
group
Every
er.
disobedience
against the war only when we came
and the act of civil
I
talked
for
space.
this
right
ago
request
which occurred a few weeks
back from Christmas break. Many
after
the
length
with Ms. Ach at
has been especially misreportcd.
of the members of the group had
I
Most of us arc now wary of people meeting and deeply regret that
who approach us with pen and pa- she did not broach the issues she
Pro-life- rs
per in hand. Therefore, we were raised in her column with me beforced into the awkward position of cause I feci I could have clarified
I am wiling in response to Hans
voicing concern about her presence. myself and my mixed feelings
Johnson's "Terrorism at Home."
It is difficult to understand why a about a member of the press atJohnson grossly misled the readers.
reporter, who approaches her job tending the meeting so suddenly His sweeping generalizations of Prc
and with unclear motivations. ' I .UU'Uifpor3K.arc erroneous, As
with a high degree of professionalism, would take these remarks per-- " certainly hope that hoDddy'vvitlr'a'''
I must set the
sonally and not attempt to clarify sincere interest in joining the record straight. the issue before printing a column. group or looking for information
arc
Johnson claims that
For example, she reported in her about our goals was deterred by against everything from comdoms to
longer article my statement: "It this irresponsible reporting.
rape and domestic violence shelters.
isn't just a bunch of friends doing JESSAMYN NEUHAUS
feel the way he
Not ALL
this social thing." Yet in her col Woostcr student
has depicted us. Wooster Students
for Life feel that birth control prevents a life from forming, while
Barnfield
abortion destroys an existing life.
Pro-life- rs
to
"frenzied"
We advocate contraception over,
abortion. Therefore, we would supdescision-makinis
It
inand
Pro-Lichoice
I
must
advocate
As a
port the use of contraception in order
before
that
however
argument,
my
Johnitially say that I resent Mr.
to prevent a woman who is not
the choice of abortion even comes
son's inflammatory remarks coninto play, the choice for intercourse
cerning the stance of us "anti-choifanatics" on issues of rape was made. By this I mean that the
and domestic violence shelters and woman (at least in most cases), has
AIDS research. Why would people exercised her free will to be sexualfor the preservation of human life ly active, therefore she implied
willingness to accept the responsibe against such positive moves toI
ward that aim? Additionally, do bilities that may ensue. If another
.not, in any way, shape, form, or life is created in the wake of this
fashion agree with the unfortunate decision, this "choice," where do
bombing incident that occurred in the rights of the woman end and
Columbus recently. Mr. Johnson, those of the child begin? Is not the
it seems that you have gotten a bit child entitled to at least the most
carried away in your frenzied at- basic right of all: the Right to
tempt to discredit Pro-- Lifers. If. in Life?
To conclude. Mr. Johnson, I
your opinion, concern for the lives
of millions of unborn children and would ask that you be a bit more
conscientious in how you refer to
the emotionalpsychological well-beicommunimothers" is and address the Pro-Liof
force
I
cannot
fanatical, then count me in. You ty; however, I know
have wrongly misconstrued this you- - it is still your choice.
concern as a wish to restrict
choice. On the contrary, I, as a KITAMU BARNFIELD
r,
am supportive of choice. Wooster student
Women (and men) are creatures of

a need to respond to the umn she quoted me as saying
comments concerning the peace "most of the members arc friends."
I felt

bi-wee-

kly

p-pro-

Pro-Life- r,

Pro-Life- rs

Pro-Life- rs

disappointed at Johnson's
discredit
attempts
g.

fe

ud

been involved in such actions and
had previously worked together on
other activities. I was a "newcomer"
to the group, but at no point was I
made to feel like an outsider. It is
always difficult to join a group that
has become friends and that has
worked together before, but I felt it
was my moral responsibility to
take action. This group of people
recognized my similar interests and
welcomed my involvement. Ms.
Ach never stated that she was interested in participating in our meeting or expressed any of the same
concerns.

urge anyone w ho shares the
cerns of the group to join our meet
con-

I

ings Tuesday and
Woostcr Volunteer Network office
at 10 p.m., make yourself known
and get involved. The members of
this group are open to new ideas
and new people and are willing to
listen to your concerns. It has
been a great opportunity to channel
my energies in a positive direction.
We arc a campus wide group and I
have found the experience nothing
but beneficial and rewarding. The
group decs "promote peace and understanding" for those that arc open
to those same ideas.
TAMI AUGUSTINE

Woostcr Student

for all human life
ready and willing to bear a child IS million abortions committed a
from becoming pregnant. Johnson's year, half of them are little girls
connection between contraception with a vast potential to become
women. These are twomen
and RLMS6 is
gKc ig-- it
arc really paying
pro-fis an abortion pill. U i3 aWer- - norancc and hostility
abortion-abortions.
synthetic steroid used to induce abortion mother and her
If Johnson considers isL "The measures of repression
abortion to be contraception, he has that arc taking on horrid propor-hi- s
definitions fatally confused, tions all around us (Johnson)" are
the gruesome attacks on defense-woul- d
Furthermore, most
support helping women to less and innocent unborn babies,
recover from such horrors as rape Their tiny heartbeat is calling out
and domestic violence. Aftcrall, wc to us. Let's give those little girls
are advocates for ALL humans- - and boys the most basic of oppor-bor- n
tunities- - the opportunity to LIVE.
or unborn.
"
Johnson contends that worn- ALI HUMMEL
en. pay for this ignorance and hos- - Wooster student
tility." The sad truth is that of the

aralT'"T4grcai

issTffcontracepuvco

ot-th- e

ul

Pro-Life- rs

ce

ng

"post-aborti-

Pro-Life-

ve

fc

Hi

ssY
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Challenge To The Faculty And Student Bodies:
IDPT 395: Perspectives on Independent Study

A

Letters
A

thought concerning the raise in tuition

As my friend and I were sitting
in beautiful Andrew's Library
trying to find the information we needed, we came up with a
wonderful thought: as this College
is going to be bleeding us for an
extra $1000 for attending school
here next year , why not put some
of that cash towards a journal or
two? Yes, renovation of Kenarden
is sorely needed (because in comparison to Luce it looks even
worse than it did before) and yes,
computerization of the Library is
important. However, we have to
wonder-whgood is computerization if the references, texts, and
periodicals are so lacking in the
de-spera-

first place?- '-
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In the memo sent out detailing
the raise in tuition for next year
there war a quaint little section
speaking about the topic of I.S.
This didn't seem to mesh together
well, but here is a way to have
that lovely memo make sense. If
some of the extra money is used to
add resources to the Library, perhaps doing I.S. here at the College
of Wooster would be less like a
y
"waiting game" for
loan and more of an enjoyable experience.
Think about it.
JEANNE M. LACKAMP
Wooster Student

:

inter-librar-

3--r-

Inside Out

column up to a particularly bold
faculty member or two who are
into a lot of hassles and a course
which will be tough to design.

I'll

call

it

&

Upside Down

3

IDPT

William Van Cleave
(interdepartmental) 395: Perspec
tives on Independent Mudy.
Now, the majority of departments already have an I.S. methods course which is meant to prepare students
for the BIG senior I.S. My course suggestion is something altogether different. This course would have a
syllabus, instructors, guest speakers, texts, discussions, lectures, everything that many of our other courses
at Wooster already have.. Just one difference: the course would be centered around past and present I.S.S.
by two people from entirely different departments. They would
Ideally, the course would be
studies which they had adviS5d and others which faculty recom
independent
selecting
the syllabus,
mended as interesting. They might also read winners of various I.S. awards for potential texts.
The course would then examine selected texts. Students and faculty involved in the .seminar could offer
textual critiques, just as many courses do. Different departments' approaches could be discussed. The class
could look at how Independent Studies might be different if they had been written for another department
For example, what might an I.S. on Every Woman's House in psychology look like as compared to one in
women's studies, or one in political science? How would an I.S. in geology which explored the Grand Can
yon differ from one which looked at it in Chemistry or Mathematics? An I.S. in the humanities on this top
ic might be interesting as well. Analyses such as this one would include style, content, topic possibilities,
and advising. Grades would be discussed, comparing the actual grade that an individual I.S. received with the
grading process of the given department, and possible alternative suggestions.
A
ENVIRONMENT By
Faculty from other departments could come into the class to discuss their approaches to I.S., how they
consume lots of l work with their advisees, etc. Seniors currendy involved in the writing, researching, and thinking about I.S.
I
BMftOHMBmUJ
would be invited into the class to provide their "processes" for working. When available, graduates could
SATE. PBXXXTTS
V
talk about their work (especially if it were being used in the class) and the applications (if any) that it had on
lives. A history of I.S., straight from its origins (Howard Lowry brought the idea from
their
Princeton, in case some of you want to know who to blame) could be taught as well. I.S.s from faculty
who were once students here cold also be examined for interest
Class writings . could include a journal which logged discussions on the texts, lectures and class discus- .
.
j
I'j'ff
sions. Papers might involve comparisons or amerent departmental approacnes, ana uuiereni i.a.s. v a
project, students could be asked to discuss their personal views on the grading process, on the "ideal" I.S.
approach (if one could be found among the diverse departments), and the "ideal" T.S. advisor (at least for the
student in question).
This is a challenge to faculty and students to utilize Wooster theses, and Wooster students and alums.
Perhaps such a class could expand the number of students who respect the positive effects that I.S. has and
will have on their lives.
Perhaps such a class could get students to recognize I.S. as a process rather than a product a process on the
part of individual seniors, individual faculty advisors, and the College as a whole.
team-taug-

ht

co-desi- gn
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As someone without a Ph.D.

Ill have to leave the ideas in this

.
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Letters

Fagans says
"Wake up America"
Editor's note: This Utter was
also submitted to The Plain Dealer
and The New York Times.
sickened and saddened by
what I have seen in the paper and
heard over the last few days. People, writers, politicians and soldiers each proclaiming the might
and strength of the U.S.1 1 am reminded of what Cod told the angels when they asked permission
to sing a full hallcl (hallelujah) as
the Egyptians drowned in the Red
Sea as Moses and the Jews crossed
unhurt. The lord said how can you
l.
There seems to
sing a
be a parallel to be drawn. How can
we celebrate so much, when innocent women and children have died
and and will die in Kuwait because
of callous leadership. How can the
people of the U.S. celebrate after
killing Nicaraguan. Korean, Vietnamese, Iranian. Central American. South American people.
I am

half-hallc-

Wake up America and realize the
deaths the U.S. has caused by its
own callousness towards people of
other countries. If we arc to be the
world's police then we must
change our ways as well. How can
we be happy with what we have

Belmont responds to tuition hike
Editor's note: the following is in
response to Kevin Anderson's letter to the editor regarding the tuition increase in the March 1 issue
of the Voice.

done?

Saddam Hussein was a threat to
world peace in his own way.
However, a fragmented VS. foreign policy to the Middle East
placed him into such an important
position. It was a sign of weakness that the VJS. resorted to violence and war instead of using political strength and reason. We
would have shown fortitude by

working

the U.N.

through

through normal channels and instituted this "New World Order."
Instead everyone in the world realizes that "everything goes." I can
not even sing a
MICHAEL FAGANS
Wooster Student
half-halle- L

Speak your Mind:

I am in receipt of your letter dated February 20, 1991 to President
Copeland regarding the tuition increase for next year. As you are
aware from your experience on the
Student Government Association,
this is not a new concern of students.
Two years ago I had the opportunity to discuss the continuous increase in tuition with Stanley
Gault, Chair of the Board of Trustees. During our discussion, Mr.
Gault explained that at one point
in history, I don't recall the exact
time period, tuition was not increased. After a few consecutive
years of a consistent tuition bill.

the Finance Committee of the
Board of Trustees found it necessary to incur a large increase for
the following year. This understandably met with strong student
opposition, and a policy was created by the Board to maintain approximately a 7 increase in tuition every year. The additional
tuition revenue, among other
things, is used to build faculty
arics to a more competitive level
with comparable educational institutions.
I understand yourfrustratiori.
with the rising costs here at ' .
Wooster, and would encourage you
to pursue your concerns through
the avenues that have been previously ignored by students. There
are two students appointed as observers to the Finance Committee
of the Board of Trustees, and they
can assist you in expressing your

rr

concern and researching it further
on campus to determine the extent

of student unrest. This year the
two students on the Finance Committee are Qaisar Imam and Scott
Mcrriman.
You have communicated with
several key leaders of the College
of Wooster, but I do not recommend the satirical approach that
you chose to take. If you have a
genuine concern and really want to
do something about it, again, I
suggest that you refer to the student representatives to the Board of
Trustees and develop a sound foundation on which to base your complain
If you have any additional questions, please feel free to contact me

l

atX4221.
JENNIFER BELMONT
President
Student Government Association

lft: rtiuvn.

the tuition increase
was justified? Quotes by Linda
Do you feel

Long.

Photos by Jamee Tanner.
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No. They are already making
enough money on parking tickets.
Mike CRegan
first-ye- ar

I

r

I
I hate to say

it but I think it is.

More people are trying to get into
Wooster so if people really want
to go here, they'll pay more. However, it hurts those already here.
They should freeze tuition when
you start so only new students
have to take the increase.
Jon Breuenbuchcr
junior

Yes and no. Yes because the cost
of running an establishment such
as Wooster goes up with other
things. I would expect to see an
increase in quality with the increase in price. However, I often
wonder exactly where the money
goes and who or what it benefits.
Sarah Murchison
sophomore .

No. I don't agree with the tuition
increase. And I think it's an issue
either Campus Council or SGA
should deal with because it is a
campus concern.
Matt Frankel
first-ye- ar

Hell no!!! Not the way they do at
the College of Wooster.
Arvinder Singh
senior

J

Letters
Peace group is wary of press
I was both confused and upset

And you thought it was quiet here
Student Government Association speeches were Monday. 200
people showed,10 percent of the

Believe me, being arrested and incarcerated with someone creates a
bond (no pun intended- - that was
for you, Hans). But just because
we are friends, that doesn't mean
we are unwilling to accept more

by Pauline Ach's commentary last
week. I am sorry that Pauline felt
excluded and unwelcome at the
peace activities meeting she attended, but I think she either mispeople.
understood or misrepresented sevPauline quotes someone as sayeral important facts. First, Pauline did not come to the meeting ing, "... that isn't such a bad
as someone who wanted to join us thing, that only the people that we
in our activities. Instead, she want there come to the event" I
never heard this comment, alclearly represented herself as a reporter from the Voice who wanted though I heard the conversation,
to do an article. If we had seen her she was referring to. As planners
as someone who wanted to work and organizers, we have learned
with us, we would have welcomed that the people we can draw to
her enthusiastically. As a group, events tend to be limited to people
we are generally wary of the press already thinking critically about,
since we have been misrepresented the war and the motivations be- -.
in both the Voice and, outside, hind it. We don't like it, but it's a
newspapers before. We were also , facu. We joke about it a lot;
uncomfortable because we were maybe Pauline confused a joke
being observed and Pauline was with a serious comment
I am afraid that Pauline's inaccutaking notes. Our fears seem to
rate commentary will scare people
as the rehave been
We didn't place the ad in the
away.
ansult of Pauline's visit was yet
to look good. We really
Pot
just
other attack on us.
-.
Several comments that the do want as many people as possiand
meetings
the
come
to
group supposedly made were taken ble to
"
totally out of context. Pauline be involved. It is' a Ieaderless
made it sound like we were a little group and we run our meetings by
a loose method of consensus, so
clique, unwilling to accept outsiders in our activities because we are there isplenty of opportunity for
friends. On the contrary, the way eryone io have input into decisions.
most of us met and became friends TRINA BROWN
Wooster student
was through the peace movement.
well-founde-

.

Fenn feels each is own sovereign
enti-tle- d

to the control of hisher own .'
body alone. Each person is hisher
own sovereign. It follows from
this that any one person should
not have control over anyone else's
body. This is necessarily true if
each person is to have control of
hisher own body alone. If we
also believe that an unborn child is
a separate person, then the decision

to abort an unborn child is not
abortion implies
else's
someone
the control over
to
body. Hence, if we are believe
that each person has the right to
control hisher own body alone,
then abortion is unsubstantiated.
are
Any logical

'warranted.-;Thu-s

counter-argumen-

mMHHW

pucr:
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A

Different
View

student population. When it was
over, about twenty people remained. One percent. That
Drew
doesn't say something about the
inj
II
. j
ft
u
i
.
.
,.
siuuciiu,
uui uuuui cn k
every
iney naa. we sai anu uwn w u.c...
second
it
took
they
talk,
and
The candidates had a limited time to
go on and on.
were contested.
Three positions (President, Treasurer and Director of Special Services and Special Projects)
were unconRelations)
Public
of
Director
The others (VP. of Student Affairs, VP. of Academic Affairs and
election.
tested; Campus Council.,, three people running for three positions is a pretty easy
But there was a lot of
All the candidates had reasons as to why Tm the most qualified" person for the job."
becoming
"Well, the person before me said what I wanted to say." Like national elections, SG A elections are
Students are
popularity contests. Candidates spoke of giving power to the students, which is a load of crock.
NEVER going to have a say in tuition costs.
SGA has. As Robb
The biggest question that remains is that of the phantom $5000 dollar surplus that the
for SGA funding?)
purpose
new
a
new
pants,
me
put it, the money just "appeared", (after he said he would buy
in fact it came
somewhere,
from
Even if this is allowed, isnt SGA here for the students? That money came
be used?
surplus
this
from the students (remember, that's STUDENT Government Association). Shouldn't
could
or
SGA President Jen Belmont could stand out in front of Lowry and hand out $2.50 to everybody, it
a lot
buy
SGA could
help failing student organizations: Tim suggested the money go to the library. Perhaps
ofl!! (submissions
of food for Wooster homeless, or a scholarship, or anything useful anyone might think
I'm
of discussions. DO
sick
discussions.
and
forums
on
money
the SGA) Our candidates would spend the
(Robb, I wear a 32
STUDENTS!
THE
FOR
IS
SOMETHING! DO SOMETHING VISIBLE THAT GOOD
"
long. Better get good pants for $5000).
after the electo
do
are
they
what
going
SGA candidates seem more concerned with getting elected than with
I never hear
tion I don't even know who some of the VP.S are. Public Relations seems to be a
that are
Meetings
of SGA dealing with anything important --- they may be doing so, they just never tell lis. Council existed my
supposed to be in one place are in others, if not canceled. I didn't even know that Campus
representative? Is someone elected
first semester at Wooster and who the hell IS my representative? Is she my
by less than half the student body representative of tne whole student body? NO.
the country votes, yet Bush is
If people tell me that that is what happens in American politics, that only half is
of this mistake
everybody's president, well that's another load of crock. Just because our nation guilty
doSn'tmeanlhat Wooster has to be. We vote for these people (or not) and they do NOTHING! Nothing we
can sec
be true. What is true is that
The accusations that SGA is pretentious, elitist and a "club" may or may not
Committee and a
Transportation
a
Student
SGA is ineffective. Yes, there are useful facets to SGA. Create
can throw it out
you
or
campaign
PR
Student Storage Committee. Everything else needs to throw a massive
the window, because nobody knows about iL
...
..
read this, a committee has been
And if anyone told you that SGA is corrupt, they may be righu As you
the last election. It apfbrmed to investigate the events that took place during and surrounding the events of
all of them are being punished
pears that some people were doing things they weren't supposed to do. but not
could be impeached! The
fork Some cabinet members may have not remained objective. The enure cabinet
president for next year. There is basically
results of the election have been suspended, so right now. there is no
publicity.
no SGA for next year. They need the publicity, but not THIS kind of
Wooster. I wonder if this is how
peaceful
It's kind of weird to have this type of scandal happening at quiet,
the American public felt just before Watergate.

ou.

d,

I believe that each person is
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welcome.

AJUJ.FENN
Wooster student

J

Letters
Toensmeier expresses concerns over
Voice war coverage
"excluded." Pauline came into the
meeting and identified herself as a
reporter. This automatically identified her as an outsider which
made several of us feel very nervous about what we say and how
that might be reported. In light of
the negative press that we got
from several newspapers following
our civil disobedience. I do not
think that this was an unrealistic
concern. Pauline confirmed our
fears by reporting on a comment
which she claims that she heard after the meeting in which somebody said it isn't such a bad thing
that "only the people that we want
there come to the event" This
comment was clearly not representative of the meeting where we
were trying to figure out how to
get people from both sides of the
issue to come to our functions.
To report this comment as representative of the group is irresponsible.

I am writing to express some serious concerns with the coverage the

Voice has given to the war in the
Middle East. For two consecutive
weeks the Voice has not printed the
alternative news column. Alternative news is a column which members of the group which has organized to work for peace compile
from sources other than the mainstream American press. The sources used in this column are international press services. We feel that
stance that
in light of the pro-wdemonhas
press
the mainstream
coverage
of the
strated through their
war and their coverage of demonstrations, an alternative means to
information is crucial. Space for
this column was promised to us;
nevertheless, it has been cut for
two weeks in a row.
I believe that alternative news is
especially important for a newspaper which has Drew Nicholson covering its real news" from the war.
Drew has clearly demonstrated his
position and bias on the war in his
columns and to have him covering
the news from an "objective" point
of view seems ludicrous.
The final problem that I have
with the Voice coverage is with
Pauline Ach's column which criticized us for making her feel
ar
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pro-aborti- on

"pro-choice-

ponents of slavery, to supporters
of child labor laws, to women demanding the right to vote; to thousands opposed to needless kiUlbg
and denial of selffctenriinatioh associated with numerous wars have
fervently and humbly utilized civil
disobedience throughout history.
The students' acts of conscience
call on us all to ask the following
questions:
What are we personally willing to risk to challenge violence
and social injustice?-Specifically, was risking arrest to gain Rep. Regula's signature on a petition to end the gulf
war less or more "appropriate" or
"moral" than supporting or doing
-

.

nothing about the continuous
bombing of and deaths to Iraqi soldiers and civilians? . - - There are noagtalt answers to
these and many other related ques-lion- s.
Different people will, and
should, respond differently based
on their own conscience and what
they see the truth to be.
I applaud the actions of "The
Wooster 10." They deserve the
full support and encouragement of
the College, the community and
all of us dedicated to improving
the quality of all life, regardless of
nationality, race, religion or income.
GREG COLERIDGE
Peace Education Secretary

representatives question motives

We would like to respond with
concern to the article. "SGA's
$5,000: What are they doing with
it?" Our worry is not with the
$5,000 the SGA has saved but
with the motivations behind the

iff

information about the developing
child (such as heartbeat and brain
waves), the risks of abortion and
childbirth, the alternatives to abortion and help available (which they
can choose to look at or choose to
throw away). The bill would also
guarantee women the opportunity
to speak privately with a physician
at least 24 hours prior to an abortion and allow women who suffer
as a result of their abortion to sue
for damages with confidentiality.
I fail to see how this bill could
possibly hurt women and I fail to
groups who
see how
oppose this bill can say they are
."
An uninformed
choice is no choice at all.
JANINEM. CAIRO
Wooster student

Coleridge applauds actions of "The Wooster 10"

--

'J.

misconceptions

e

after the woman already knows she
is pregnant, (RU 486 blocks progesterone, which only functions
after fertilization.) RU 486, an
abortion pill only available in
France, has the potential to be
very dangerous to women and has
thus been used only under strict
medical supervision, for fear of
Dr. E.E. Bau-Iiecomplications.
a leading advocate for RU
486. stated in September, 1989
that "in an outpatient setting, this
method requires strict medical supervision to monitor cases of excessive blood loss."
Finally, I'd like to explain that
the Woman's Right to Know Bill
was proposed to protect women
from being exploited. 'This legislation would guarantee' women the
right to receive accurate medical

I was appalled when I read the
commentary on abortion in last
week's Voice. The column was so
full of untruths about the pro-lif- e
movement that I felt compelled to
write a response.
First of all. it is a misconception to say that all people who are
pro-lif- e
must be ardently against
birth control of any kind. For the
record. National Right to Life, the
organization in the
largest pro-lif- e
United States, is neutral on contraception, while Feminists For Life,
another nationwide group, endorses
and openly campaigns for contraception. Wooster Students for
group on camLife, the pro-lif- e
pus, has decided to support contraceptives.
RU 486, however, is not a contraceptive because it is only used

I write in support of your Campus Minister and nine College of
Wooster students who risked arrest
LANE TOENSMEIER
. last month in Canton. Their comWooster student
passion for life and courage to risk
Editor's note: The Voice does not physical and social injury are attributes that all of us should look
ever guarantee space for unpaid arto for inspiration.
ticles, commentary, or ads. and reTo have thought about and carserves the right to "hold" anything
ried
out this action by the students
due to space considerations.
indicates a high level of motivation, dedication and self direction.
IF YOU'RE IIITO DOPE.
These values are currently in short
YOU EIGHT AS WELL SFfiOKE THIS.
supply in our society.
Nonviolent civil disobedience is
a powerful and effective tool to
raise individual consciousness and
to bring social change. Everyone,
from our "founding fathers." to op
,(

Pro-iif-

The fact is, the 5,000 dollars
has been acquired though fundrais-in- g
activities and earnings from
various services provided to the
campus by SGA. This carryover
has been accumulated over the past
few years and is not unique' to
SGA. The money in the past has
been used for structural improvements. For example, last year
when SGA needed a computer, the
money necessary was taken from
this expense account Only in

cases of real need is this money
spent.
We ask, Ms. Hollander, that you
do not condemn SGA for its skills
in money management and
Public assaults, such as
this, are both petty and unprofessional. Perhaps they are incited by
the failed attempt of the Voice to
receive allocations from SGA to
eradicate their $700 debt.
If such is the case, we ask that
you refrain from using your position as Voice Editor for expressing
your personal grievances. We
were under the impression that the
Wooster Voice was an informative
paper aimed at helping maintain
awareness of campus issues. But
fund-raisin- g.

when you employ tactics such as
connecting SGA's treasury with
the tuition increase, in an obvious
attempt to sway campus opinion,
we are dismayed.

The SGA recognizes the importance of the Voice for communicating with the campus and we
understand the formidable task you
have as editor. All we ask is to
be treated in a professional and fair
manner. We anticipate an improved relationship between the
SGA and the Voice that will enhance our ability to constructively
serve the campus.
MICHAEL MCTTERNAN
JEFFREY LANGER
Wooster students

March 8, 1991
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COLLEGIATE NEWS
Emory offers ten-yetuition payment plan
ar

selves out of middle class students'
range, to offer inventive tuition-payme'
plans.
"We want to provide more options for more families," said
Anne Sturtivant, director of financial aid at Emory.
She estimates it costs an undergraduate $17,500 in tuition, room
and board to attend Emory this
school year.
Students who choose to pay in
one lump sum could pay $70,000
when they first entered Emory,
Sturtivant explained. Those who
, take the full ten years to pay it off
would make monthly payments of
$917, adding up to $1 10,000.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

nt

Tuition may be reaching stratospheric levels at some private universities, but students at Emory
University in Atlanta will soon be
able to take up to 10 years to pay

it oft.
Emory, officials announced in
that, starting next
fall, students will be able to lock
into one tuition rate, and then pay
it off at 9.8 percent interest over
the next 10 years.
Emory thus became the latest of
several private universities, worried
they may be pricing them
mid-Februa-

ry

--

.

Financial aid could be used to which often occur on a yearly baplans is they offer more payment
cover some of the cost, so monthsis at private universities.
options to parents and students,
ly payments would be lower, SturThe College Board 1990 report said Julianne Still Thrift, executivant emphasized. Emory's plan on tuition found that the average tive vice president of the National
collegis modeled after the
tuition at private, four-yeAssociation of Independent Col1989
Washto leges and Universities.
plan offered at
es rose 8 percent from
ington University in Missouri 1990.
,
"It used to be you'd walk in in
since 1978. Stanford and Vander-bi- lt
In February, Stanford announced the fall and write your check (for
universities also have adopted its tuition, room and board rates all four years of tuition). I don't
will rise 52 percent next year.
similar programs.
think families can do that anyBoth Washington and Emory more," Thrift said.
"We do get letters from parents
who say they really appreciate the back up the loans with their own
Thrift doesn't think the possibilplan," reported Karen Gregory, the endowments, so the stabilization ity of high monthly payments deg
venplan coordinator plans are not a
tract from Emory's new system,
at Washington.
ture, both Gregory and Sturtivant but instead will require the whole
family to get involved in the stuPromoters of the plans say they
The best thing about the tuition dent's education.
save families from tuition hikes.
ar

cost-stabilizati- on

profit-makin-

cost-stabilizati-on

.

THE WAR WIRE

Prospect of

abortion clinic looks dim

on-camp- us

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special

. student

Jbealth clinic on the cam- -

ais oioriT
...; v:.;ii
vnr.m
vtjo
failed
The leader of a
effort to esthe IV

A weekater," the Student Congress voted down a resolution to
abortablish the first
send the proposal to the school adtion clinic in the U.S. says hell ministration, which had promised
soon move his efforts to other to reject it anyway.
schools around the U.S.
In elections, students on
Organizer Andy Ternay, past
often have opposed letpresident of the Progressive Stuting women have the option of
dents' Union, has vowed to take abortion, much less having a clin.
ic on campus. .
.
the issue elsewhere.
"Making it a more national issue
.At Virginia Tech, for example,
will draw a more powerful group students voted down a student government resolution that opposed
behind us," Temay said.
Ternay helped organize an effort further restrictions on abortion.
Despite winning the few cam- earlier this school year to establish
an abortion clinic on the Universi- - pus-wistudent abortion elections
that have been held,
ty of Texas at Arlington campus.
UTA students rejected the effort, activists complain student governvoting 1,430 to 746 against allowments are biased against them.
"Taa monu ofiiHnt imvfffnmAnte
ing
abortions in the
on-camp- us

other-campuse-

.

...

.

.

.

de

anti-aborti-

first-trimest-

on

.

s

think they can impose their morality on 'the rest of campus," 'gaid
Scott Obernberger, head of American Collegians for Life.
Obernberger, a student at Catholic University of America, noted
CUA's student government nearly
denied funds for a campus pro-lif- e
group.
"Typically, it's very different to
.

receive funding," said Obernberger,
who knows of about 300 campus-

groups.
groups, he maintained, get funding "without question." On the other hand, pro-lif- e
groups are at "the very least interes with pro-lif- e
Pro-choi-

ce

rogated."

"Student governments around the
country are notoriously unfair,"
Obernberger added.

er

L

Cargo Crate Furniture Co.
Functional furniture for less.

Box 3006

Futons
Twin
Full
Queen

39x75

54 x 75
60 x 85

Scholarships, Fellow
ships, and Grants.
Ed's Services

$199
$225
$248

Boston, Ma 02130

AUDITIONS!!

Barred from displaying

anti-Sadda- m

Hussein cartoons on

his dorm door, Iowa State student David Hill said he has hired a lawyer
to help him appeal the decision. "We feel my right to free speech and
opinion has been censored," Hill told the Iowa State Daily, adding
dorm officials had never objected when he displayed cartoons criticizing

American politicians.
ISU officials said they objected to Hill's attempting to sell anti-Ira- q
from his dorm room, and that the cartoons "offended some
people."
Among other things. Hill had displayed cartoons that showed Iraq
through a gunsight, a picture of Saddam Hussein on a dartboard and a
poster that proclaimed Td fly 10,000 miles to smoke a camel."
T-shi- rts

A flag

burning at the University of New Mexico turned

lolent when about 50 onlookers rushed protesters Scott Lewis and Scott
Newland, tackled them and beat them up.
One member of the crowd earlier had thrown a bucketful of water on
Lewis, trying to put out the fire as Lewis put a match to the flag.
No arrests were made, but Newland later reported an anonymous call
er threatened fo firebomb his house the next day.

Trying to keep op with foreign students' questions about
how the war will affect their studies in this country, the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs set up a hotline. The number is
(202)462-481-

1.

Coordinator Jake Star says he will handle all inquiries, ranging from
how to contact relatives in the Middle East to finding relief from anti- Arab discrimination on VS. campuses.

Turnouts at events that were part of the "International Student
and Youth Day of Mobilization Against the War" Feb. 21 seemed
ight, although organizers claimed they had activities on "over 250

campuses.
About 125 Indiana University students briefly took over Reserve Of
fice Training Corps offices, while police arrested demonstrators at the
University of California at Santa Cruz and in the college town of Am
demonstrator burned himself to death
herst, Mass., where an anti-wFeb. 18.
But only about 200 students showed up from eight campuses around
Boston. About 100 demonstrators marched at Michigan, and 24 at
George Washington University. .
At Howard University, students angry about having their class dis
classmates from the building, while
turbed actually chased anti-wabout 200 "counter demonstrators" outnumbered University of Texas
anti-wto denigrate war
activists, who wore sheep masks and "baa-ed- "
ar

We also have hand made crates
and trunks in sizes to fit any room.

Three great gift ideas:
Three styles of toy boxes!
We will deliver.

10AM-6POpen Tuesday-Saturda12218 Linclon Way East
(9 miles from campus)
y,

M

The Directing II class
will be holding auditions
for one acts to be performed on Freedlander
Stage Tuesday, March
5th at 7 p.m. under

Freedlander. No experience Necessary.
Monologues optional.

vi- -

ar

ar

supporters.

"

-
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Increasing student loans may pose less of a burden
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

Student today may have to borrow more money to get through
college than prior generations of
students, but they really don't have
much more of a debt burden, the
federal government claimed Feb.
13.

The secret is that although they
borrow a lot of money, students
also cam more upon graduation,
the study by VS. Dept. of Education found.
"College students are borrowing
more than they did 10 years ago to
pay for rising college tuition,"
said Acting Secretary of Education

Ted Sanders.
"But when you take earnings
into account, debt should not be a
hardship for most graduates."
The study found that more students who graduated in 1986 took
out federal loans than did their
counterparts in 1977. They also
graduated more in debt a median
of S4.800 than members of the
Class of 77. who left school with
a median debt burden of $2,800.
Fifty percent of the four-yecollege graduates in 1986, moreover, had some sort of debt. In
1977, it was 34 percent.
However, the median debt burthe ratio of repayments to
den
of 1986 was 4
gross income
ar

tCg

percent in the first year after graduation, down from 52 percent for
1977 graduates, the study said.
The report comes close on the
heels of the Bush Administration's
proposed budget for fiscal year
1992, which could push as many
as 400.000 students out of the
Pell Grant program, forcing them
to apply for loans instead.
Students and financial aid administrators were skeptical of the notion that students debt burden
doesn't hurt.
1 really can't validate that," said
Annabel Je Fong. director of financial aid at the University of Hawaii at Manoa.
Her students are taking out more

ISO It! .

FffESOtfiWT

KprrrarrBsi!

I

college," said Katy Sarna, a junior
at the University of Redlands in
California who has "a lot" of
loans.
Sarna, a political science major,
said she feels a great deal of pressure to find a
job after
college so she can pay back her
loans.
"They're always a burden," she

loans than ever before, Fong confirmed.

Fong questioned the validity of
the report, which the department
admitted focused only on graduates"
schools and did not
of four-yedropouts, students
college
consider
immediately
to graduate
who went
school or those who attended
schools.
Such students, of course, tend to
earn less after graduation than four-yecollege grads.
Paying off a college debt consequently would eat up a significant
portion of their income.
"A lot of people don't realize the
expenses you incur while you're in
ar

less-than-four-y-

high-payi-

ear

added.

The federal government's student
loan policies have come under criticism from students and adminis-

ar

trators in the past eight years for
gradually decreasing the number of
student grants and putting more
emphasis on student loans. .

Students at Iowa state
ban Mandela

cn

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

currently on trial for an incident in
which one of her bodyguards alleg- edly killed a teenager at her re- -

Special to the Voice
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DEPRESSION.
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Two conservative erouos at
Iowa
Stac UnTveTHie'o5jJ6;
k,
ing a visu oy jviaxi iwanaeia,
daughter of black South African
leader Nelson Mandela, that is
supposed to be paid for with student fees.
"She has the freedom to speak
on campus," admitted David
Young, chairman of the ISU Col- -,
lege Republicans. "However, not ,
; with my money.' I will not allow
my money to be given 'to those
people."
Young, along with Greg Fetter-machairman of the ISU chapter
I
Young
Americans for Freedom
of
(YAF), are angry that student fees
are being used to pay for her visit
YAF is taking an active role in
opposing Mandela's visit. The
group has been passing out literature denouncing Mandela, and has
shown several videos denouncing
her father. Nelson Mandela, and
bis wife, Winnie Mandela, who is
;
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Save up to 50
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African National
Congress, which, Fetterman mainonce-outlaw-

hours via Federal Express
all
Si npl y call in your Doctor's
naae and phone nuabertor address) using our toll
free cuibir below. (24 hours-- 7 days) Our optician
will contact your Doctor for yon and obtain your
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tains, has used terrorism to
achieve "communist" goals.
"We don't believe students' funds
should be doled out like this," Fetterman said. There are professors
and other intellectuals that are
worthwhile, to bring to campus,
but I don't think Mandela has the
kind of pull or educational value
that merits bringing her here."
At Ohio's Central University in
1989, conservative students voiced
similar complaints about a visit
by Maki Mandela, then a student
at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.

In 198S, University of Colorado
regents succeeded in blocking a
scheduled visit by South African
Archbishop Desmond Tutu because he was a "communist"

HAIR IN YOUR
The exact same lensesyour doctor orcleivdat wholesale prices.
Oar low prices lets yon SATE UP TO 50 C MOSKI
YES... we can
Lenses as low as $14 per pair. ..no clubs to join
you up to
save
...no hassles. ..no giaaicks. Host lenses shipped
50
and more on
you

ng

EYES???

Come get it cut at
v
Dick Stud's Hair Clinic
.

appointments or walk ins welcome
Men's and women's hair

389 W. Liberty (next to AAA)

264-333-
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FEATURE
Visiting classics professor enjoys Wooster experience
SUSAN BERRY
Voice Staff Writer

Professor Thomas McCreight is
the new classical studies professor
for the second semester of the
1990 - 1991 academic year. Originally, he is from a small town in
upstate New York. In 1980, he
received his B.A. in classics from
Brown University. Five years later, he got his MA in classics
from the City University of New
York. In April, he will defend his
dissertation at Duke University in

the classical studies field.
Primarily, Professor McCreight
is substituting for Professor Vivian Holliday, who is on sabbatical
this term. He is teaching three
classes: two Latin courses and one
course in translation. He is advisor
to one junior independent study.
This semester is his second semester teaching at the college level. Professor McCreight taught in
the classical studies department at
Oberlin College last semester. He
was hired to fill in for a professor
who was on leave during the first

term there. The courses he taught
there were much like the ones he
is teaching now.
"It's been interesting to teach at
both Oberlin and the College of
Wooster in one year." Professor
McCreight said. "I never had any
experience with small liberal arts
colleges, as Brown has about
5,000 students. Oberlin and the
College of Wooster are different in
the way they are structured. At the
College of Wooster, it is more
structured. There are more requirements, especially with the empha

sis on independent study. Although it is less elastic for the
students here, they have clear
goals and a clear focus."
The hardest part of being at the
College of Wooster for Professor
McCreight has been coming in to
teach classes where the students
are used to Professor Holliday.
"They have been very patient and
hard working," he said. "It is difficult in languages to adjust from
one teacher to another, but the stu- dents are handling it well.

"Department Chairperson Professor Faulkner and Dean of Faculty Williams have been very supportive and helpful to me". Professor McCreight said. "I appreciate

all of their understanding, due to
the circumstances."

Beginning next Fall, Professor
e
McCreight will be teaching
in the classical studies department at Loyola College in Maryland. Although he has enjoyed his
time at Wooster, he is looking
full-tim-

forward to the future.

Students switch modes and dorms during Spring Break
AMY LAMBO
Voice StafF Writer

The arrival of Spring Break
means a variety of things to
Wooster students. For most underclass students, it will provide a
much needed relief from two,
straight months of the usual academic frustrations and also the suffocating effects of campus and
dorm life. For many seniors and
international students, however,
there will be no break this spring.
The dreaded I.S. deadline is immediately after break, and many seniors need to be on campus for the
two week break in order to complete their studies. International
students and often students who
live in distant U.S. locations may
be unable to find transportation
home, needing to stay at Wooster.
There has been much controversy surrounding the housing office's accommodations over break.
The seven dollar fee has been labeled unfair because the need to
stay on campus is almost inevitable for some students. Our yearly
tuition and housing fees only cover the period when the school is
open. It is not uncommon for
small schools to close down.
However, Elizabeth Rea, director
of housing, sees the necessity of
break housing for Wooster students.
"We realize the need to meet
the LS. requirement. Some stu

dents need to stay on campus to
complete it," said Rea. "Wcalso
'kxxgwG&$ fact that there is a Z ;
large number of international students on campus. There are usually about 200 students who need
break housing. And we have buildings to accommodate 1780 students."
The housing office must adopt
a sort of compromise, meaning
that students who need housing
will be accommodated, but may
have to deal with the inconvenience
of moving out of their own room.
"In selecting buildings to keep
open over break, we try to select
buildings with a high concentration
of seniors and international students," said Rea. "There are seniors and international students in
all of the buildings, but Holden,
Luce, and Kenarden have a high
percentage of seniors. In addition,
Babcock has a high percentage of

Students must also get permission
to use the room of another student
residing in one-o- f lhcppen dormi- tones. The fee for spring break
housing is charged to the student's
r,

account
"Most of the students on campus during spring break are seniors," said Rea. "They are the

most frustrated at this time of year,
but they are also most experienced
in dealing with break housing at
the College of Wooster."
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international students."

Rea explained that fall break
does not have these similar complications and fees because due to its
shorter duration, campus does not
close. The buildings are shut down
for any break longer than six days.
Less students travel during fall
break, therefore there are more students on campus.
Registration with the housing
office is necessary for all students
who wish to stay on campus during spring break. This is mainly
to inform security officials, custodial workers, and building directors.

The Betas performed their 21st Herrlck Run last Wednesday. Members of the
section were "Introduced" and then all together ran from their section In Arming-to- n
across the quad to the Kauke Arch and back. Jay Womack (center) cheered
on an unidentified runner, as William Krertz checked the list for the next Introduction. (Photo by Dan Stefanluk)
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GULF WAR
Jordan may have broken embargo:

U.S. military in.

telliaence officers in Iraa say they have discovered Jorda
nian weapons shipped to Iraqis well after the U.N. arms em
bargo. Among the weapons thought to have been given to
Iraq by Jordan were grenade launchers, mortars, and mortar rounds. Other boxes were found marked as from Yemen.
Soviet criticism: A conservative Soviet newspaper criticized the U.S. for trying to bomb Iraq "back to the stone;
age." A Soviet reporter said that there was nothing left to
bomb in Baghdad. He compared the bombing to that of Korea
and Vietnam; "using the same barbaric bombardments...the
only difference now is they are more sophisticated."
Desert Storm Cards: A Dallas company will produce a
250 card set of Desert Storm trading cards to reach stores
in early April. The profits will benefit families of Desert
Storm veterans. .

TO THE WAR

CONTRIBUTIONS

Foreign commitments to sharing war costs:
Country-Saud-

i

Arabia
Kuwait

Pledged

Amount paid

$16.8 billion
billion
$16

$
$
$
$
$
$

$10.7 billion

Japan
Germany
United Arab Emirates
Korea
TOTAL:

$ 6.6
$ 3

billion
billion

$385

million

$53.5

billion

6

billion

3.5 billion
1.3 billion
billion
3
1

71

$14.9

WAR COSTS

billion
million

billion

GULF WAR TOLL:
U.S. troops killed: 80 in
action, 54 in
U.S. prisoners of warr 9
U.S. missing in action: 43
Allied troops killed: 44 in
non-comb-

:

at.

A

combat

14-- 0
Aug. 3
Yemen abstains
Condemns the invasion and demands the
immediate and unconditional wiihdrawl

of Iraqi troops.
13-- 0
Aug. 6
abstain
Cuba and Yemen
Orders a trade and financial embargo of

661

Iraq and occupied Kuwait.
15-- 0
Aug. 9
662
Declares annexation of Kuwait null and
void under international law.
15-- 0
Aug. 18
664

Forces: 63,00

Numbers for Relatives
24-ho-

ur

family members stationed in

the Persian Gulf.
0
(800)
367-8724
Coast Guard (800)
6
(800)
Air Force
Navy (Family) (800) 255-380- 8

Army

626-144-

for war costs
6
Navy (Friends)(800)
$14.4 billion
4
(800)
Marines
$12.2 billion
Callers will be asked for the
$ 1.5 billion
spelling of the service member's
$ 6.3 billion
last name.
TOTAL COSTS:
$34.4 billion
They should also provide as
much information as possible
totals are 91 fiscal year costs. $2 billion was appropriated
from U.S. funds (and about $9 billion in foreign contributions) for about rank. Social Security
1990.
number and military unit.
732-120-

):

523-269-

Seniors! Faculty! Seniors! Faculty!
I.S. Celebration at Kauke Arch
4 p.m. Monday, March 25

VOTE

660

Civilians Iraq says have been
killed: 1,591

The Pentagon has set up spetelephone lines
cial
tobe used by relatives of I i II
tary personnel seeking information about the status of

DATE PASSED

NUMBER

Allied missions 'flown:1 03,000
U.S. planes lost in combat: 27
Allied planes lost: 9
Iraqi aircraft destroyed: 141
Iraqi planes that have fled to
Iran: 147
Iraqi tanks destroyed: 3,700
Iraqi ships destroyed: 73
Iraqi POWs held by Allied

253-927-

General Accounting Office estimate
Basic costs (October-FebruaryCleanup and redeployment:
Aircraft, other equipment losses:
Combat costs:

Here are the 12 resolutions adopted by the U.N. Security Council
since Iraq invaded Kuwait on August 2. Since the end of the war,
Iraq has agreed toabide by all of the resolutions.

Demands that Iraq free all detained
foreigners.
13-- 0
Aug. 25
Cuba and Yemen abstian
Gives the United States and other naval
powers the right to enforce the economic
embargo by halting shipping to those
countries.
13-- 2
Sept. 13
666
Cuba and Yemen oppose
Allows humanitarian food aid into Iraq
or Kuwait only "to relieve human suffering,"
only the council can decide when those
'
circumstances exist
15-- 0
Sept. 16
667
Condemns Iraq's aggressive acts against
diplomatic missions in Kuwait, including
the abduction of foreigners who were in
the buildings.
. 15-- 0
Sept. 24
669
Sanctions
U.N.
the
only
Stresses that
Committee has the power to permit
' food, medicine or other humanitarian
aid to be sent into Iraq or occupied Kuwait
14-- 1
Sept. 25
670
Cuba opposes
Expands embargo to include all cargo traffic,
humanitarian aid;
except
nations asked to detain Iraqi
ships that may be used to break the naval embargo.
14-- 1
674
Oct 29
Cuba opposes
Holds Iraq liable for war damages and economic
losses, asks for evidence of human rights abuses
by occupying forces, demands Western embassies
in Kuwait City be restocked with food and
" water and demands all hostages be released.
15-- 0
677 Nov. 28
Condemns Iraq's alleged attempts to drive
out Kuwaitis and repopulate their country;
asks the U.N. Secretary General to take
possession of Kuwait's census and citizenship records for safekeeping.
12-- 2
678
Nov. 29
China abstains, Cuba and Yemen oppose
Gives Baghdad "one final opportunity" until
Jan. IS to comply with all previous resolutions.
After that date, nations allied with, Kuwait
are authorized "to use all necessary means"
to withdraw and honor the resolutions, a
phrase all council members agree would
permit a military strike.

665

,

U.N.-authoriz-

ed

U.N.-memb- er

Parade to the Underground. Music! Food! Prizes!

SPRING BREAK IS HERE! DO NT FORGET THAT THE WEEK CLASSES RESUME IS AFRICAN
WEEK. YOU WONT WANT TO MISS THE EXCITING EVENTS SAB HAS PLANNED!
Monday. March 25
CONCERT: Regency: Acapclla Group, LC Lounge,

6-8p-

m.

Wednesday. March 27
VIDEO: Franco (a documentary

of a famous West African Musician), The Underground, 8pm, $ .50.
DISCO: African Dancing, The Underground, 10pm 12am.
BIRTHDAY: SAB Public Relations Chair. Kathy Wilson, aims 20.
--

SAB WISHES EVERYONE A HAPPY SPRING BREAK!

'

..
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SPORTS
Women's track takes fifth at NCAC championship

Baseball prepares for field of dreams
MARC OSGOOD SMITH
Voice

G'jtn Writer

Baseball coach Tim Pcttorini
brews with confidence in anticipation of the Fighting Scots' coming
baseball season. There's no reason
why we shouldn't win the (NCAC)
title this year." Pcttorini predicted.
Pettorini. who holds an imprescareer mark,
sive
begins his tenth season as the
Scots' manager at Case Reserve
with a doublchcadcr on March 23.
The Scots then play their home
opener Friday, March 29, at 1:00
at Art Murray Field.
The Scots, last year's NCAC
champions, hope to combine a
power and speed game "to keep our
opponents on their toes," according to Pcttorini. Although he does
concede that "the overall team
speed is questionable," he is bolstered by the power game, saying,
"There is some good power on this
team," adding, "Well hit some
home runs."
There is concern about filling
the vacancies left by the departure
of six players, but the Scots are
encouraged by the return of last
year's talent. The best first-yeclass we have ever had," adds to
Peltorini's optimism.
Despite the losses. Coach Pcttorini looks forward to the return of
outfielders, senior Tom Flynn,
junior Matt Burdette. and sophomore Kevin McMullen. who
should challenge senior Brian Tor-nofor the spot in right. Burdette,
a 349 hitter last season, maintains
that Woostcr "has the best outfield
in the conference by far." He expects all three outfielders to be replists
resented on the
252-124-3C6-

90)

ar

w

all-confere-

at the end of the season.
Chris Bell. 1990's NCAC batting title champ (.415 batting average) will lead the Scot's infield
with Matt Sherrieb. Bell considers
the infield "pretty solid" and looks
forward to Wooster's. power game.
The wind blows out to left and
the ball carries real well (at Murray
Field)", Bell said.
Hoping to fulfill the vacancy left
by Woostcr RBI machine of the
last three seasons,
Matt Hiestand, will be sophomore
Jeff Rink. Jim Gordon aims to
plug the middle infield, wield a
consistent bat, and build on his
.429 average of last year in limited
action. Coach Pettorini is pleased
with "the depth we have in position players."
Erik Hagen and Mark Mc Kinney
will split the chores behind the
Ail-Americ-

an

plate, handling an impressive
pitching line-uLeading the
p.

heat
Scots arms will be stand-othrower Jason Weiner, owner of a
2.28 ERA and a 2 record last
year, and Mark Bricker, who
pitched a perfect game in '89.
They hope to lead the way for the
support staff and Wooster's top
first-yeprospect, Brett Beech.
The pitchers will undergo a rigorous schedule. Coach Pettorini is
trying to set up a five pitcher rotation to deal with the grueling
set up every Saturday
and Sunday, with a single game
added during the week. Coach Pettorini admits that "injuries (to the
pitching staff) are a fear because
our schedule demands a lough rotation. We can't afford injuries to
the pitching staff."
ut

9--

ar

dou-blehead- ers

see

Baseball:
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Voice Sporu Writer

Wooster's women track athletes
gave it their all Friday and Saturday at the Conference Championships and came away with a very
rewarding fifth place out of the
nine conference teams. Ohio Wes-leywon the meet 158 points,
while Allegheny (108), Denison
(82). Kenyon (49), Wooster (42).
Earlham. Wittenberg, Case West-ean

m

and Oberlin followed.

"I was very pleased with the
women," commented head coach
Dennis Rice. They were enthusiastic, they competed well, and
this sets us up for the outdoor
championships in May."
Tammy Bcrger, fresh out of the
successful basketball season, put
the pressure on her other competitors with her second leap of 1610"
and ended up winning the long
jump. Shannon O'Neill, a first-yestudent, also pulled out several outstanding performances. She
won the 440 yard dash in 61.82,
then came back fighting in the
300 yard dash to place third in
39.39.
In the shotput, Kristen Larke
threw a season best of 352", good
for fourth place. Beth Blakemore
gave a superb effort and earned two
fourths, one in the mile run with a
time of 5:23 and in the two mile,
coming across the line in sixth
place in 11:40. In the 60 yard
dash, Krista Hicks, who has improved every week, finished sixth
in 7.9. In the 880 yard run. Shade
Whitesel sprinted to a fifth place
finish in 2:31.29.
"Shade gave by far her best competitive effort yet of her collegiate

r

ar

Junior Mark Marando long jumps 22 412" to win the
event at the NCAC track meet held last Friday and Saturday at Ohio Wesleyan. (Photo by Krista Hicks)
career," said Rice. "In her four
years here, she's really committed
herself to the program, paid her
dues and capped off her indoor
season with a personal record."
On the men's side, things did

not turn out as bright. They finished seventh with 35 points, behind Denison (120). Ohio Wesleyan (86). Allegheny (81), Case
see Track: page 16

nce

Men's
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SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
College of Wooster basketball
coach Steve Moore is not the type
to make promises or predictions,
but he did make good on his goal
to guide the Scots to the NCAA
Division III Tournament.
Wooster, which posted a 25-- 4
overall record and won its second
consecutive North Coast Athletic
Conference North Division Title,

caps best
earned a bid to the national tournament for the first time since 1978.
The Scots opened the year
with a 74-6-8
loss to Emory &
Henry in overtime, but after that
they put together 10 consecutive
victories.
Wooster did not lose again until the championship game of the
Mose Hole Woostcr Classic when
nationally ranked Hope captured
the title.

season in 20 years

The Scots regrouped after that
loss and put together a string of
15 straight victories, including 11
in a row in the NCAC.
Along the way, Wooster beat
Wittenberg, which enabled the
Scots to break into the Division
HI Top 20. They also set a team
record for victories in a season
(25) and became the first NCAC
team to go through the regular
season without a loss in confer

ence play.
Individually, juniors Stan
and Erich Riebe led the way.
Aukamp topped the team in scoring (16.5 points per game) and rebounding (9.1 per game), while
Riebe was second in scoring (15.8
points per game) and first in assists (4.6 per game).
Joining Aukamp and Riebe
Mark
were senior
Stanley and Tim Southerland.
Au-ka-

-

co-capta- ins

mp

Stanley, a guard, averaged 14.1
points per game. Southerland, a
forward, averaged 1 1.9 points per
game and was named second-teaThe fifth starter
was sophomore Brian Buchanan,
who averaged 83 points per
game.
Another key player was first-yeforward Doug.Meinen, who
averaged 7.5 points per game."
m

all-conferen-

ce.

ar
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Regency comes to Wooster

Koenig presents Shelter from the Storm
EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Suff Writer
On March 28, Lora Koenig will

present her original musical,
"Shelter From the Storm." The
musical features seven actors (four
women and three men), all of
whom are characters based on residents of Stevenson (who are aware
they are being portrayed). The
monologues, dialogues and six
songs (set to guitar music) that
make up the musical are all

"focused

on some type of

experience a college student may
go through," such as date rape, recovery from alcoholism and the
desire to commit suicide. Each
has a "spotlighted moment when a
person's story is told."
Lora, a music therapy major
from Rochester, New York, is
planning a stage production (as opthat
posed to the
will take Dlace the 28th) of
"Shelter From ft&ffirifffiiitV
vpor in uhtrh chp. hnnps 'In in- it
elude deaf actors, since she plans
to work with deaf people following graduation. She has in mind
two possibilities for how this will
work.
One idea is that each character
will have a shadow, and whatever a
hearing character says, a deaf person will "act out" in, sign language. Or, she may have deaf peo--.
"read-throug-

h"

pie as signing characters and hearSHAWN PERRY
ing people as speaking shadows.
Arts Editor
Whatever is decided, Lora feels
that the "issues covered by the
They incorporate an original
characters are significant..in the
style mixture of acapella, jazzapel-la- ,
play they may be exaggerated
funkapella, and rockapella.
buL..this gets the point across."
I
Their repertoire includes a mix of
She also feels that the whole excontemporary sounds along with
perience will be "something 111 be
the classics of the Temptations,
able to make use of" in her future
Otis Redding, Sam Cooke, James
career plans.
Brown and others. They're known
Lora has been asked by the direcas Regency and they are coming to
or :
tor of a traveling theater group of the College of Wooster, Monday,
deaf and hearing people (associated
March 25 following Spring Break.
with the National Technological
Those who saw the group perInstitute for the Deaf of the Roform last year at Lowry know that
chester Institute of Technology) to their act is a sizzler from start to
audition for the group upon her finish. They have a well defined
i
graduation from the College. She style and vocal harmony that
this
"stepping
as
a
feels
could act
makes their acapella music unestone to give her more experience qual ed. The stage presence of this
working with the deaf before begroup also adds greatly to the
coming a music therapist."
showmanship and overall enterThe cast of the musical includes tainment of their performances,
Laura Abernathy, Betsy Kurtz, which include'audience participaBritt Lynn, Megan Sharp, Ed tion.
'
iti'iTClfref; laurel Springer and. oCSTheJjveman.group' hails fironv'
j
'
i Ba)um6Ve, Maryland and consists"
The experimental
of members Milton Ames, twins
Regency will be performing
about which Lora is seeking feedDwayne and Wayne McNeil, bass
Lowry Lounge at 8 p.m.
back from those with music
Anthony Griffin, and newest memtheater experience and those with, ber Duanc Early.
times through nominations (1990
experience with the deaf, will take
Regency travels a great deal
National Association of Campus
place March 28 at 7:30 p.m. in across the country performing at as Activities NACA Entertainers of
Schoolroy Theater, and is open to many as 200 college campuses a
the Year, 1987 NACA Performing
the public. Subject to interest, a year. Their creativity and original- - Artists of the Year) and awards
discussion with the cast will take ity has been awarded numerous
Q1986 NACA Jazz Artists of the
place, following the event.
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on Monday, March 25
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Year, 1988,1989 Performing Artists of the Year).
After getting back to Wooster
from Spring Break, Regency will
give you a big reason to actually
want to be back to school.

:

Mad Dog

Blues Band:
The Mad Dog Blues
Band Is new on campus
this semester. Shown
during a "jam session"
are members (from left
to right): drummer Da-

ill

n

vid Anderson, gultar-rist- s
J.P. Lllliston and
Chris Hah, singer John

Becker, and guitarrist

Mark Oliver. The band

had its campus debut
several weeks ago
when it opened for Tex-

as Tea at the
ground.

Under-

(Photo by Dan

Stefaniuk.)

".

1

Baseball: men look forward to new season
them on their home turf. But Wit-

.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

tenberg and Allegheny should
prove to be major tests for the
Scots. The Scots have the tough
task of defeating their foes on foreign fields.
Most of the league is offering
strong competition this year, however. Coach Pettorini added, "All
the teams gear up on beating us."
The Scot's winning tradition is
well known throughout the

In order to give Wooster's support players time on the field, the
Scots are embarking on an ambitious junior varsity program. The
J.V. team has 20 games scheduled
to keep the players on top of their
games.
According to Scot infielder
Chris Bell, rival Ohio Wesleyan
won't present a major problem,
the Scot's will be able to confront
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Date
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Time
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BASEBALL

323
324

.Florida
A

Spring-Trip

Case Reserve (2)
Case Reserve (2)

1:00

a

1:00-

MEN'S LACROSSE
Guilford Tournament
.. Pfieffer

316-1- 7

320

323.
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Women's Swimming
314-1- 6

National meet

Atlanta

TBA

National meet

Atlanta

TBA

Men's Swimming
321-2- 3

-

GOLF
Spring Trip
U.S. Naval Academy

39-2- 4

323-2- 4

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Spring Trip

39-1- 6

327

.

Wittenberg

.

TBA
A

:

The following swimmers have made it Into the National Divisional III Swim Meet
(top row, from left to right): Laura Miller, Tom Hungerford, Katie Erdman, Liz Bug-be- e,
Katy. Shnell, Sandy Clark, (bottom row, from left to right): Shellie Green,
Wendy Freeburn, Tammy Behrlnger, Sara Shumar, Jerlyn Vltale. Missing from the
photo were Kathy Behrlnger and Kelly Allen. (Photo by Dan stefanluk)

Swim team prepares for Nationals

Florida
A

3:30

JEN POPE
Voice Assistant Sport Editor

MEN'S TENNIS
Spring Trip
Washington & Lee

39-2- 4

323

.

While most of the campus prepares to leave for home or Florida
or to finish I.S., the national
swim team is preparing to leave
for Atlanta, Georgia and the Nationals Swim Meet. This is the
one meet of the season where the

"

Florida
A

11:00
v.:-

'-

-

.

-

-

.

.

men and women swim seperately.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Spring Trip

39-1- 9

Walsh

327

TRACK

315
322-2- 3

-

Florida State Open
Florida State Relays

.

Florida
A

A
A

1

'

.....

3:30

,

The women are leaving Tuesday
March 12, 1991.
The meet
starts on Thursday. Coach Keith
Beckett says that the team will
probably be one of the larger
teams represented. Though the
team is going into the meet somewhat blind to the abilities of the
teams outside the NCAC, they are
hoping to return to the top ten
this year. The five relays that are
going will hopefully put many

achieving
status.
Beckett also says that many of the
individuals also have good chances
'
status as
to achieve
well. Kathy Behringer and Sara
Shumar have both achieved
status in the past and
possibly will again. Junior
Wendy Freeburn and First Years
Tammy Behringer and Liz Bugbee
stand excellent chances of making
The women are .
going to the meet with a strong
attitude and despite recent illness
among the team; they will be going to the meet with a 100 efAII-Amcric-

All-Americ-

an

an

Ail-Americ-

All-Americ-

an

an.

fort.

Tom Hungerford is the only
man representing the swim team
at Nationals this year. He will be
leaving for Georgia March 19,
According to Beckett,
1991.
Hungerford's single greatest challenge will be that he will be the

only Wooster swimmer at the
meet. His big event, the 1650
yard freestyle, is on the last day of
the meet, so he will need; to remain focused for three days. He
met the challenge last year and
placed sixth in the nation in the
mile, and Beckett is confident that
he will again rise to the challenge
again. Hungerford's times so far
this season have been ahead of
where he was last ' season and
Beckett is hoping that he will reperpeat last years
formance. Beckett is also hoping
that Hungerford will improve
upon his 500 yard freestyle event
so that next year he may be a two
Hungerford
event
said, "If anyone beats him in the
mile its because he is not fully
tapered yet and is saving himself
for the Pan Am games."
All-Americ-

All-Americ-

an.

an
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Track: Team prepares for Florida trip
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14
Western (51). Oberiin (43). and
Kenyon (36). but ahead of Wittenberg (26). and Earlham (15).
"Obviously, we were very disappointed with the team results."
said Rice. "We expected to do
much better but we did have some

quality individual performances.
We struggled in the middle distance events but I feel confident
that the team will bounce back for
the outdoor season."
Mark Marrando continued his
consistent dominance in the long
jump and won with a leap of 22'

4J".

"Mark has a solid work effort."
said Rice. "He put the pressure on
early with two good jumps and
won the event."
In the triple jump, Brian Gallagher jumped a season best 42'
8.25", good for a fourth place.
Gary Dudley vaulted 13'8" in the
pole vault and placed third.

In the mile run, Jason Kelley
gave a tremendous effort and
placed third with his time of
4:28.9. He then came back a
couple hours later to improve with
a second place in the three mile in
15:21.4.
Also of note was the men's mile

relay team, made up of Scott
McMillen, Dan Dickey, Gary Dudley and Jason Hudson, who placed
sixth with a time of 3:33.
Wooster goes to Tallahassee.
Florida to train and compete for
the spring break, then returns to
action in this area on April 6.

Sports Shorts
Coach of the year:
Scot basketball coach
Steve Moore was

named North Coast
Athletic: "Conference
Coach of the Year.
Since taking over at
Wooster in 1987-8Moore's teams have
compiled a remarka
8,

ble

record,

78-3- 1

givingJthim"-theLbes-

t

win n in gf J L'p e rce n tag e
(.716) of any Scot
5

coach

basketball
history.

in

Repeat
performances:
Erich Riebe
and Stan Aukamp have

Juniors

been

named

first- -

for
team
the second consecu
All-NCA-

C

tive year.
Co-captai-

ns

honored:

Senior

mmis otnripnt
get the AIKT Calling Card and your first call is free.
Tf vmi'rp

an

15-minu- te

won your ajxi uuung cam,

tit,

ooo

Mm

OX--

you can call from almost anywhere
to anywhere. And you can keep
your card, even if you move and
get a new phone number

Southerland

Our Canine Card is oart of the AI&TStudent Saver
program, a whole package of products and services
designedto make a snjoenrs budget go farther.

kkfcI7XrC&3G

So
campus. Or call us at 1 800
And let freedom ring.

525-795-

5,

Ext. 655.

ART. Helping make college life a little easier.
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The right choice.

earned
honors

nce

for the first time.

Women Scots
All-NCA- C:

Senior Amy Aukamp,
junior Christy Evans
and sophomore Brid
get Smoot all re

ceived
Appba awnmer doled cab made during the
A 1300 value far a coasi oaxtK CiUmg Cud
10 tan. Sunday through Thursday and I$n rnday throuth
AUT NigJfcefcend oSttr period.
5pm Sunday Vxi mav retw mnre or kss cafljng tne dependUig on where and wtrn ycxj oil
Acrinrrm mini hr iwttwt? N rwmhrf t

ns

Mark Stanley and Tim

nff-r-o

There's no better time to SDeak vour mind Because
now when you get your free ArSTCallmg Ganiycuft.
call free?
get your first

co-captai-

honorable

mention for the

NCAC team
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